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ABSTRACT

Smart construction faster and cost less (short in time with high profit), easier (less risks), perfect controlled (providing lean construction management) and should be friendly to the environment. This research focus on the evaluating future of smart construction to approach Oman vision 2040. The smart construction is to improve the building construction sector by apply lean construction management system and analysis the key factors effecting the building construction cost performance in Oman. By this the building construction will improve and can be in the path of Oman vision 2040. The main objective is evaluating future of smart construction to approach Oman 2040 vision by applying the lean construction management system for building construction industry, analysis the key factors of cost performance effecting the building construction in Oman, finding the suitable construction strategy for building construction in Oman and recommendation to government and privat sector to reduce the capital cost of the project. Methodology of this research is to approach and investigate to identify the future of smart construction to approach Oman 2040 vision. Several topics will explain such as the data collection methods, primary and secondary, the sample selection, pilot study method of analysis and limitations. Pilot study for questioner and the interviews online because of COVID 19. The factors witch effecting cost performance in building construction in Oman is part of the general results. For instance, incorrect planning and scheduling by contractor. At last, the research project explain the evaluating future of smart construction to approach Oman vision 2040. Smart construction is the building design, construction and process witch by collaborative partnerships makes a lot of technology in way of working to improve the productivity, reducing time-cost and use sustainably to improve user benefits. The research used a combination of primary data such as quantitative questionnaire survey and qualitative interviews. In addition to that secondary data used such as journals and case studies. Each type of data having a method for analysis.

Introduction

In Gulf Cooperation Council GCC countries the economy mostly depending on the oil and gas. In Oman the government started since 1980 to find other sources for the economy because it depending on oil. The government start to find out this sources such as tourism, fishing, and other sources. In 2000 the construction play a major role in the economy. Building construction have been about 15% of the Omani economy. The construction industry growth is expected about 7.1 to 7.3 per year since 2018 to 2019. (Omani construction will grow faster next year, 2020) The process of building construction is complex and traditional fragmenting in Oman. (Oyewobi, Jimoh, Ganiyu and Shittu, 2016) Nowadays the construction sector mast be improved to keep up with the times. In 2024 in Oman the building construction industry will expected to reach 3.9 OMR billions. For that the building construction mast be smart to be faster. Smart construction faster and cost less (short in time with high profit), easier (less risks), perfect
controlled (providing lean construction management) and should be friendly to the environment. We protect the nature and the earth when we apply sustainability even in building construction.

This research focuses on the evaluating future of smart construction to approach Oman vision 2040. The smart construction is to improve the building construction sector by apply lean construction management system and analysis the key factors effecting the building construction cost performance in Oman. By this the building construction will improve and can be in the path of Oman vision 2040.

Building construction having more challenges to improve it and its profit nowadays in Oman we apply lean construction management system. The business methodology of lean is by promoting the flow of value to customers throw continue improvement and people respect. (Lean Methodology | Planview, 2020)
The system aims to five basic principles such as identify value map the value, create flow, pull and last thing continuous improvement.

By applying lean construction management system and the principles of it in building construction the work will be on time with no delays and by perfect cost for the customer. The building construction growth in Oman will keep up with times by applying the lean construction management system.

Building construction mostly depending on management. The aim of management in building construction is to control the three main factors which are time, quality & cost. This three factors is very critical and the basic for successful building construction projects. The building construction cost performance is a major issue especially in cost of building construction projects. For the cost performance in building construction there are several key factors effecting on it. Part of this key factors is the construction strategy that can use to improve the building construction cost performance.

Approaching Oman 2040 is not easy way. There are several sectors on it such as the building construction sector which is important to us in this research. There will be plans, strategies that apply to be on the right path and on time to reach this vision. For that the building construction industry must be smart intelligent and sustainable for now and future.

The research used a literature review and a quantitative method to find out the key factors effecting the cost performance in building construction by structure questioner survey distributed to several expert engineers works in both privet and government sector. In addition to that how to apply the lean construction management system why we should applying it in construction will explained in details in the literature review. On the other hand, the qualitative method which is used for interviews, specially made to get the recommendation to improve the government & privet sector for the building construction industry. The main objective is evaluating future of smart construction to approach Oman 2040 vision by

- Applying the lean construction management system for building construction industry.
- Finding & analysis the key factors of cost performance effecting the building construction in Oman.
- Finding the suitable construction strategy for building construction in Oman.
- The recommendation to government and privet sector to reduce the capital cost of the project.

2. Methods

2.1 Data collection Method:
A systematic process to gather observation or measurement is known as data collection. The data collection method of this research experimental research which is primarily a quantitative method and interview is a qualitative method. In addition to that secondary data collection from journals, books, publication and case studies.

Figure 1. Data Collection Layout

2.2 Primary Data

The primary data is a quantitative method such as structure questioner survey and a qualitative method such as interviews. The structure questioner survey questions divided into three parts. The first part general questions that are common in any questioner such as gender, nationality, age, education type, organization type, and experience with the type of construction strategy prefer in building construction. The second part is ranking the factors affecting construction cost performance in building construction in Oman. The factors are from the literature review that found from the journals and case studies. For example, incorrect planning and scheduling by contractors. Also, fluctuation in prices of materials.

The third part was about lean construction management. The structure questioner survey was distributed only for engineers. I was targeting people working in government sector and private sector. The reason to have a clear idea about good result. On the other hand, for the qualitative method such as interviews I chose an expert in the field that have big experience.

2.3 Secondary Data

The secondary data are from journals, publication, books and case studies such as from Muscat Municipality case. The data covers about the meaning of smart construction in the research and why approaching Oman 2040 vision. Also, the lean construction management system with the principles
of it. In addition to that the key factors effecting the cost performance in building construction. The last thing was about the suitable construction strategy for building construction in Oman. There are several case studies wear discussed and explained for each point in the literature review.

Lean construction:

Case study of building permits in Muscat municipality.

2.4 Factors affecting the cost performance in building construction:

2. Case study made in Nigeria to identify factors influencing the construction performance project.
3. Case study from journal of project Management. The issue about sustainable construction industry in Oman.
4. Case study is about identification of delay factors in construction in Oman.

Construction strategy for building construction:

The types of construction strategy are traditional method, design build method and construction management method. In addition to that the suitable construction strategy method for building construction in Oman.

2.5 Sample selection

The sample size is depending on the people targeting for the questioner. The population size is about 170. The z-confidence level is 95%. The questioner targeting engineers working in government sector & privet sector. From the government Muscat municipality department of building permits. They have about 40 engineers. Also, some local consultancy that will give about 50 engineers & some local construction companies & will give about 30 engineers. In addition to that 50 people how invest in building construction such as Muscat mall. The total population size about 170, the confident level 95% & the e-margin of error is 2%. For that the sample size mast be 159 and 151 responds only.

\[
\text{Sample size} = \frac{z^2 \times p (1-p)}{e^2} \bigg[ 1 + \frac{z^2 \times p (1-p)}{e^2 N} \bigg]
\]

Equation 2: Sample Size

(Sample Size Calculator | SmartSurvey, 2020)

For the interviews I planned to do for ten expert people in the field that have big experience.

2.6 Pilot Study
For the questioner questions & sample size of population some expert people in the field that have big experience made the check. Questioner was sent to three sinner engineers. One of them the general director of building primate department in Muscat Municipality. The second one project manager in ATKINS having 20 years of experience in Oman. The third one working in ASREEN Construction Company. They check the questioner questions & gave me some notes. The questioner sent first for 15 engineers as a draft. After some modification the final one sent to the people chosen from government sector and private sector.

2.7 Method of analysis

Questioner analysis by software called SPSS version 25 by three methods for analysis such as Cronbach’s alpha method, frequency method and crosstab. The interviews analysis manually by constant comparative method. The interviews wear online by google duo app. After that, collect data & start coding (see the similar words). After that see the important code make it in categories. Last thing, summarize the interviews.

3. Results and Discussion

![Bar Chart](image)

**Figure 2.** Gender Incorrect planning & scheduling by contractor

From the graph we can see that most of the participators are males and we have few females. The incorrect planning and scheduling by contractor most people agree & strongly agree with this factor that effect the cost in building construction. This factor is a part that effect the project live cycle. The incorrect planning will lead the project to delay & defiantly the cost overrun will be. The delay is one of the main challenges of building construction. (Sepasgozar et al., 2019) As mention in one the articles that I studied in my research project.
The factor inadequate contract experience shows mostly participators chose agree & strongly agree. In Oman as I mention in the literature review that the traditional strategy method is the most common one for about 95% of design villas. The clients mostly the one how chose & bring the contractor. They make the contract between them. After that they client inform the consultancy. That wrong because the client does not have good experience in contract form.

The graph shows neutral, agree & strongly agree for both male & females. The change of scope of project is one of the Omanis habits will design the villa. Most people like to change their design will the construction start. Because they see different ideas from other people houses & them in the beginning they search for sheep consultancy to design. That’s why the scope of the project change.
Figure 5. Nationality * incorrect planning and scheduling by contractor

Figure 5 shows a big difference that most of the participators are Omanis & few are Non-Omanis. The Omanis mostly neutral, agree & strongly agree that incorrect planning & scheduling by contractor is one of the key factors that affect the cost performance in building construction. Even in the literature review I found this is one of key factors that affect the cost in building construction & by it there will be delay in the project. In addition to that the cost will overrun. On the other hand, the Non-Omani engineers participator act that this is that effecting. This job of management & doing the planning & scheduling mostly don by Non-Omanis that’s why it seems to them not that effect to cost performance & that’s wrong thing from the research study we know that planning & scheduling is a main part project live cycle. If any part of the project live cycle effect the hull project will effect.

Figure 6. Age * incorrect planning and scheduling by contractor

The figure 6 shows high increase that the age between 31-40 years mostly agree & strongly agree for incorrect planning & scheduling by contractor. In addition to that the graph shows participates how respond the questioners are mostly from 31 to 41 years old.
Figure 7. Age * low speed of decisions making

Figure 7 shows the age between 31-41 years agree & strongly agree in low speed of decision making. In the site construction a lots of thangs can happen & to reduce the risk of the project decision making mast be fast & the plan goes as scheduled.

Figure 8. low speed decision making

Figure 8 shows that one of the most participates agree with this factor as one of key effecting cost performance in building construction.
Figure 8. Education * lack of communication among parties

Figure 8 shows sharp increase in education part university type. Most of them chose agree to lack of communication among parties. As we can see from the key factors that affect the cost performance in building construction in Oman. The one mansion in the questioner that there is a link between them such as lack of communication among parties will cause low speed of decision making & the site management will be poor. In addition to that the scope of work will change. There will be project delay & project over cost witch is not good at all for the client.

Figure 9. lack communication among parties

Figure 9 shows 31.7% agree for the lack communication among parties.
Figure 10. Education * delay in material procurement

Figure 10 shows sharp increase in university type of education. Most of them chose neutral, agree & strongly agree for delay in materials procurement.

Figure 11. organization type * underestimate project duration resulting schedule delay

Figure 11 shows in most organization types neutral, agree & strongly agree in consultancy, contractor & the heights is the owner. Underestimate project duration resulting schedule delay is one of the main key factor effecting the cost performance in building construction in Oman in as showing in the questioner.
Figure 12. Organization type * practice of assigning contract to lowest bidder

Figure 11 percent sharp increase for organization type owner & chose neutral. The prices of assigning contract to lowest bidder this is one of the facts that people in Oman like to choose. In Oman the less price butter than good quality. On the other hand, the quality is butter chose. With low price can get bad contractor & designer.

Figure 13. type of organization* lack of communication among parties

Figure 13 shows the organization type privat sector & government sector. Both organization neutral, agree & strongly agree chose. The lack of communication among parties is one reason to have delay & over cost the project.
Figure 14. procurement strategy used & inadequate contract experience

Figure 14 shows that the procurement strategy used in your project mostly design & build method strategy. The design & build shows sharp increase to agree for inadequate contractor experience.

Figure 15. type of organization & frequent design change

Figure 15 shows that both organization types the government & private sector having sharp increase for agree to frequent design changes. Design change will mainly change the project live cycle & the duration with the cost.

Ranking for lean construction on site:
Figure 15. experience * shortage of experienced labor

Figure 15 shows experience & the heights is 6 to 10 years. On the other hand, all experience having sharp increase for agree chose. The shortage of experienced labour is important in lean construction on site.

Figure 16. experience * shortage of materials

Figure 16 shows sharp increase for all experience for 1 to above 15 years. All of them agree that shortage of materials is one of the main factors for lean constriction on site & chose agree.
Figure 17. type of organization working in communication between site management & labor force

Figure 17 shows that most of the private sector agree & strongly agree to communication between site & management & labour force. Lean construction management system mostly about control & management.

Interview analysis by Constant comparative method

The interviews made online by google duo apps. About five interviews done. For the interview questions (see Appendices B).

The first in interview was with the Muscat Municipality general director. Having about 18 years of experience. Also, BSC in Architecture Engineering. The second one with senior project manager working in ATKINS. With 12 years’ experience. The third one with Director in PDO working. About 10 years of experience. The one that providing Lean construction Management system. The fourth one a contractor having 25 years’ experience in Oman. The fifth one from Emar Consultancy having 18 years’ experience in building construction in Oman.

In interview analysis will percent the summery of each interviews question witch done by group.

4. Conclusion

Smart construction:

1. Providing lean construction management system.
2. Finding key factors effecting cost performance in building construction in Oman.
3. Fining the suitable construction strategy method for building construction project in Oman.
Oman vision 2040:
The research helps and be part of Oman vision 2040. This will help the government when the concept will be clear in the society.

Smart construction is new path to lead to smart cities. Building construction is a part of Oman 2040 vision. The building construction economy is about 15% of all economy in Oman.

Lean Construction:
Lean construction management system is a new path with its principles for improving the building construction growth. Lean works by applying the five principles:
A- Define Value: what the customer willing to pay is the value. B- Value stream: this to identify all tasks referencing the aims. C- Create flow: checking the flow to run smoothly.
D- Pulling: the reason to limit inventory and work in process. E- Pursue: this make lean thinking and continue processing.

The Lean Construction Management in site as showing in the questioner from the first to the last one with the ranking:
1. Shortage of materials. (33.3% agree)
2. Shortage of experienced labour. (32.7% agree)
3. Communication between site management and labour force. (29.3% agree)
4. Skill of labour. (27.3% agree)

The lean construction as shows in the interviews:
In general is to reduce waste of:
- Time.
- Materials.
- Efforts.

The factors affecting cost performance in building construction in Oman: The factors affecting cost performance in building construction in Oman as showing in the questioner from the first to the last one with the ranking:
1. Frequent design change. (40.6% agree)
2. Practice of assigning contract to lowest bidder. (37.2% neutral)
3. Unforeseen ground conditions. (36.4% neutral)
4. Fluctuation in prices of materials. (35.2% neutral)
5. Contractor's poor site management and supervision. (33.9% agree)
6. Low speed of decisions making. (33.3% agree)
7. Shortage of site workers. (32.5% agree)

Underestimate project duration resulting Schedule Delay. (32.1% agree)
Incompetent Project team (designers and contractors). (32.1% neutral)
Lack of communication among parties. (31.7% agree)
Inadequate contractor experience. (30.3% agree) 12- Changing scope of the project (29.9% agree)
Cash flow and financial difficulty faced by contractor (29.7 % agree) 14- Delay in Material procurement. (29.7% agree)
Incorrect planning and scheduling don by contractors (26.1 % neutral)

Key factors effecting cost performance in building construction in Oman as showing in interview:
- Major stakeholders influences:
- Clients’ leadership and attitude.
- Consultants’ teamwork and knowledge.
• Contractors’ experience and employees skills.
• Market conditions:
  • Prices fluctuations.
  • Completions level.
  • Repeated instability.
  • Supply and demand vitiations.

Building and construction regulations.
• Construction contract act.
• Health and safety act.
• Building agreements.
• Building instructions.
• External economic environment:
  • Economic growth.
  • Investment inclination.
  • Natural force.

Measures of building project cost in construction:
• Capital construction cost.
• Related capital cost.
• Site acquisition and clients’ other cost.
• Suitable strategy method to improve the cost performance in building construction in Oman as showing in interview:
  • There is no one strategy method in building construction to fit types and sizes of the projects.

Traditional method: For villas & residential buildings that total area not more than 10000 meters square the.
Construction management: the government projects.
Design and build: for complex design such as several villas more than 30.

Results of the findings
In the questioners most of the participators age from 31 to 41 years and the experience from 6 to 10 years only. On other hand, for the interviews the people having not less than 15 years working in the field. This gives my different answer.
The suitable strategy method to improve the cost performance in Oman: In questioners: design and build.
In literature review and interviews: traditional method for small projects and project management for government projects.
The key factors effecting cost performance in building construction in Oman:
In questioners: short listed
In interviews: categorised each factor with several included on.
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